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When a journal reaches a point in its history so that it is able to look
back over a longer period of time, as in the case of the Anthropos as it begins
its seventy-fifth year, it is an occasion and an opportunity for serious and
useful reflection; for giving an account of what the journal proposed to accom
plish and what it has actually accomplished; for reviewing its dreams, hopes,
and plans, and updating its goals; and for introducing whatever organiza
tional changes that might be appropriate.

Thus, the completion of Anthropos’ first quarter of a century was an
occasion for binding the journal’s associates more closely together through
the establishment of the Anthropos Institute 1 .

When Anthropos completed its second quarter-century, Father Rudolf
Rahmann, the editor at the time, presented in a richly documented article
the concept which the founder, Father Wilhelm Schmidt, had for his journal,
and at the same time described the extent to which this concept was realized 2 ,

The sixtieth anniversary of Anthropos occasioned the editor, Father
Arnold Burgmann, to bring up once again the question of goal-setting and to
show how the Anthropos, without detriment to its culture-historical interests, was
opening itself up more and more to new issues and to new research methods 3 .

Now that the Anthropos is beginning its third quarter-century, there is
all the more reason for renewed reflection on its past and for charting new
directions for its future.

First of all, it can be stated that the pluralism referred to above, that
is, the openness to other research directions alongside those of the culture-
historical approach, has continued throughout the last 15 years.
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